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I. Purpose
➢ Obtaining by radio-processing of new sustainable composite materials for
packaging and medical applications, stable under accelerated thermal and
radiochemical degradation (including sterilization dose of 25 kGy);
➢ Study the thermal degradation mechanism of PLA/SIS blends as well as
gamma irradiation behavior.

II. Introduction
➢ Gamma radiation induces major modifications
in the structure and the physico-chemical
properties of polymers;
➢ During irradiation, the polymeric material
absorbs a high amount of energy that is used by
the most reactive positions, with the lowest bond
energies (quaternary carbons, π bonds), resulting
polymeric chain scission and free radicals
formation;
➢ A competition between two concurrent and
simultaneous processes takes place with
relatively different rates: degradation (oxidation)
and crosslinking (recombination);
➢ The two competitive effects strongly
influences the properties of the final material.

Free radicals = initiation centers for
the modifications induced by the two
processes

Radio-oxidative degradation
• free radicals react with oxygen, resulting peroxyl radicals (very reactive species) and
compounds with low molecular mass;
• peroxyl radicals react with the polymeric substrate, generating hydroperoxides (very
unstable) that decompose in oxidative degradation products (aldehydes, ketones, alcohols).

Crosslinking
• free radicals react with the radicals in the system, the radicals recombine and either reform
the initial structure, or form new C-C bonds;

The result of the competition between oxidation and
recombination is actually the result of the competition between the
reaction of free radicals with oxygen and the reaction with another
radical.

➢ The ratio between degradation and crosslinking is influenced by:
◦ the structure of polymer;
◦ irradiation conditions: absorbed irradiation dose, exposure time, irradiation
environment (inert atmosphere, air, water), irradiation flow rate;
◦ Low flow rate- irradiation energy is lower, the amount of initially formed radicals in low, higher
distances between them, they react predominantly with oxygen that diffuses easily in the material and
the degradation occurs;
◦ High flow rate- radicals react primary between them, the diffusion of oxygen in the material is limitedintermolecular bridges between two or more macromolecular chains are formed, resulting a stable,
crosslinked structure.

➢ The increase in gamma stability of the processed materials is based on
the mechanism of diminishing the competition between degradation and
crosslinking, in the favor of crosslinking.
➢ The radio-oxidative stabilization can be achieved by:
◦ Irradiation at high flow rate;
◦ Addition of nanoparticles/fillers (radical scavengers);
◦ Addition of antioxidants.

I.3. Materials and methods
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Polylactic acid (PLA)

Poly-SIS
Properties

- biodegradable aliphatic polyester;
- biocompatible;
- easy processability;
- its properties can be tailored for a wide range of
applications;
Desadvantages:
- low hardness;
- brittle material;
- chemically inert (the surface modifications are difficult
because PLA doesn’t have reactive side groups);
- low thermal stability;
- low barrier properties;

- thermoplastic elastomer;
- important thermal, mechanical and morphological
properties;
- originality: this paper aims to study the behavior
of poly-SIS in radio-processing;

Obtaining
- from renewable resources by controlled
fermentation of polysaccharides or sugar or by
polymerization of lactic acid.

- by ionic copolymerization of styrene with 2methyl-1,3-butadiene.

Poly-SIS

Polylactic acid (PLA)
Applications
• Medical: stents, soft tissue implants, drug-controlled
delivery systems, tissue engineering scaffolds, 3D
printing scaffolds, orthopedic devices;
• Non-medical: biodegradable plastics, pesticide and
fertilizer delivery systems, various packaging, food
containers, protective food foil;

• hardening agent, compatibilizing agent (improves
thermal stability and miscibility of compatibilized
blends), plastics, pressure-sensitive disposable
adhesives, hygiene adhesives, adhesive labels,
sealing materials, gaskets, footwear (molded soles),
road paving (additive in bituminous products);

Implications in radiochemistry
• PLA shows a significant oxidation tendency due to the
random chain scissions, with consequences in the
crystalline structure of the material;

• the behavior generated by γ-radiation in the
chemical structure of poly-SIS has not been
investigated yet;

• high cleavage yield;

• PS that represents 30% of poly-SIS composition
will be used as a reference in the radiochemical
approach;

• cleavage occurs with the removal of the ester unit and
the formation of saturated/unsaturated alkyl-terminal
radicals which are subsequently oxidized into
oxygenated products;
• for the extension of applications, three methods are
preferable: crosslinking in the presence of
polyfunctional monomers, compatibilization with other
polymers, obtaining blends with cumulative properties.

• the irradiation of PS involves the stabilizing
activity of benzene rings- the conjugated double
bonds have the role of energy deposition that can
be distributed on aromatic rings.

Obtaining of blends and specimens
Obtaining of blends
➢ By extrusion, at 180˚C, 6 minutes, the rotor speed of 50 rpm;
➢ Before mixing, PLA beads (hydroscopic matrix) were dried at 60°C, for 24
hours;
➢ Elastomer content is 10, 20 și 30 % wrt. PLA.

Obtaining of specimens
➢ The molten products were pressed to form plates with dimensions (150 x 150 x 1)
mm and films with a maximum thickness of 100 µm and a diameter of about 30 cm x
0.1 mm.
Table 1. Parameters for films and plates obtaining
Parameters

Unit

Film, max. thickness of 0.1 mm

Plate, thickness of 1 mm

Preheating time

minute

4

4

Pressing time

minute

2

6

Pressing temperature

0C

185

185

Pressure

atm.

150

175

Cooling time

minute

45

45

Fig.1. Plates and films
obtained for experiments
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Exposure to ionizing radiation
CONDITIONS: air, room temperature, 60Co source, four
total absorption doses: 10, 25, 50 si 100 kGy, irradiation flow
rate of 1 kGy h-1
Chemiluminescence
• represents the low energy light emission which accompanies
the oxidation reaction of the compounds
• the mechanism of CL emission is the result of the species
reactions involved in the oxidation propagation (peroxyl and
hydroperoxide free radicals)
• the analysis was performed to determine the oxidation
resistance of the materials
CONDITIONS: static air atmosphere, in isotherm (170, 180
and 190 ˚C) as well as in non-isotherm regime (heating rate
of 10 ˚C min -1), temperature range 30-250 ˚C

FTIR Analysis
• was performed to evaluate the accumulation of the degradation
products containing carbonyl groups and to characterize the aging
effect
• the carbonyl index values were calculated by the applied surface
method based on the following relation:

• where: AC = O is the absorbance of the carbonyl band, measured in the
maximum of the range 1700-1760 cm-1 and ACH2 is the absorbance of
the band from 1452 cm-1 used as internal standard (characteristic of
the deformation vibration of C-H bond)
CONDITIONS: room temperature, resolution 4 cm-1 in the spectral
range 4000- 400 cm-1

DSC Analysis
• was used to get information about the thermal behavior, changes in
crystallinity and oxidation resistance of PLA, SIS and PLA/SIS blends
• the degree of crystallinity was calculated according to the formula:
• where: ΔHm is the total melting enthalpy (J g-1), ΔHcc is the cold
crystalline enthalpy (J g-1), ΔHm* is the melting temperature for 100%
crystalline PLA (93 J g-1)
CONDITIONS: non-isothermal, in the temperature range of 30-300
°C, in synthetic air atmosphere (gas flow of 50 mL min-1), with a
heating rate of 10 K min-1

I.4. Results and discussions
Chemiluminescence
• Oxidative degradation occurs in three successive steps:
initiation, propagation, termination; the sigmoid shape of
the curve reflects this sequence so that the variation in
CL intensity follows the evolution of the accumulation of
ketone products ;

Isothermal CL spectra on nonirradiated
samples of PLA, SIS, PLA/SIS
• PLA and SIS exhibit different ways through which they
are degraded: PLA is degraded by depolymerization and
smooth oxidation and SIS behaves as a polyolefin with
radical mechanism (oxidative decomposition);
• The decomposition rate of PLA is higher than the
decomposition rate of SIS;
• According to the oxidation mechanism, intensity
provided by PLA intermediates is weak one due to the
structural decomposition of the PLA chains - therefore
the overall picture of the blends is predominated by the
minor component SIS, whose emission makes indistinct
the contribution of PLA;
• Because there are not literature references on the
degradation of SIS, the analogy with polystyrene must to
be taken into consideration.

Fig.2. Isothermal CL spectra recorded on nonirradiated samples
(a) blending components; (b) PLA / SIS blends: (1) 90/10, (2)
80/20, (3) 70/30. Testing temperature: 150 ˚C

Fig.3. Isothermal CL spectra recorded on nonirradiated
samples: (1) PLA, (2) PLA / SIS: 90/10, (3) PLA / SIS: 80/20,
(4) PLA / SIS: 70/30, (5) SIS. Testing temperature: 150 ° C

• For the PLA/SIS composition 90/10, the
oxidation induction time is higher, showing a
higher stability compared to the other
compositions and with the initial components;
• The increase of the SIS fraction in the PLA/
SIS blends leads to a more pronounced
oxidation (the intensity of CL emissions
increases progressively).

Isothermal CL spectra on irradiated samples of
PLA, SIS, PLA/SIS
• The intensity of CL emission is proportional to the concentration of radioinduced oxidized groups and to the concentration of free radicals formed
during radiolysis;
• For irradiated samples, for PLA/SIS:90/10, the intensity of CL emission is
lower (this blend is the most stable);
• The CL intensity increases with increasing SIS concentration, showing that
SIS is more sensitive to oxidation than PLA;
• The radiochemical yield of scission is high, conducting to a slight
crosslinking (crosslinking occurs slower)- the radicals that are recombined
have the origin in SIS.

Fig.4. Isothermal CL spectra recorded on PLA/SIS
blends irradiated at various doses. (a) 90/10; (b) 80/20;
(c) 70/30: (1) 0 kGy, (2) 10 kGy, (3) 25 kGy, (4) 50 kGy.
Testing temperature: 150 ˚C

Fig.5. Structures of radiolysis radicals formed in SIS

• The increase in the degradation times as the dose is higher is a reliable proof sustaining the formation of only
a small fraction of 3D network.
• The radiation processing of PLA/SIS blends may be preferred for the composition 90/10 over the 20–50 kGy
dose range, relative to classical thermal blending, because the generation of radicals feeds the recombination
and material oxidation is maintained at low level in the favor of compatibilization and crosslinking purposes.

Nonisothermal
CL
spectra
nonirradiated/irradiated samples of PLA

on

• The
nonisothermal
chemiluminescence
determinations demonstrate the formation of
hydroperoxides whose decomposition takes place
predominantly at 125 °C;
• The superior positions of spectra for irradiated
PLA in comparison with unexposed polymer, prove
that only one type of radical is formed during
radiolysis. It may present lactone structure that is
always found in thermal degradation of PLA;
• This material is characterized by the reduction in
the number average molecular weight;

Fig.6. Nonisothermal CL spectra recorded on neat PLA
samples irradiated at
various irradiation doses. Heating rate: 10 ˚C min-1

• The concentration of hydroperoxyl intermediates
decreases with increasing applied irradiation dose,
due to the tendency of radicals to associate to each
other;
• At the temperature exceeding 200 °C the order is
reversed because higher temperatures facilitate
diffusion either of radicals or of molecular oxygen.
Fig.7. Structures of radiolysis radicals formed in PLA

DSC Analysis
Tg, Tcc
• The thermal effects recorded in DSC curves of PLA
samples are characteristics of semi crystalline PLA (Tg, Tcc,
Tm), while the DSC curve of SIS exhibit only a thermal
transition corresponding to the thermal oxidation of
material (OOT);
• Tg, Tcc and Tm values decrease with the irradiation dose
applied for all samples (the degradation effect is
predominant);

• For PLA, the decrease of Tg and Tcc could be explained by
the scission of the PLA chain induced by irradiation that
crystallizes faster (the formation of low molecular weight
compounds leads to an increasing in the chain mobility);
• For PLA/SIS blends, the evolution of Tg and Tcc follows
the same trend, but their values are higher than for neat
PLA probably due to a positive effect of SIS molecules
which prevent the free movement of the PLA chains, by
creating cross-links between PLA and SIS (radiationinduced chemical bond between PLA and SIS crosslinking effect).

Fig.8. DSC curves recorded on neat PLA and PLA/SIS
blends. (1) neat PLA at 0 kGy, (2) neat PLA at 50 kGy,
(3) PLA/SIS: 70/30 at 50 kGy, (4) neat SIS at 50 kGy.
Heating rate: 10 °C/min

Tm
➢ In the absence of irradiation, the neat PLA exhibits a single melting peak (at 147 °C). Its γ-irradiation (even at
10 kGy) induces a splitting of the melting peak at 144 °C (due to the melting of less thermally stable α’
crystals of PLA) and at 152 °C (due to the melting of α crystals of PLA);
➢ The addition of SIS molecules leads to higher melting temperatures up to 150 °C for unirradiated sample.

c
➢ The crystallinity of neat PLA increases with the irradiation dose due to the radio-induced chain scission of
PLA, forming shorter chains which can further crystallize;
➢ For the non-irradiated samples, the presence of amorphous SIS molecules in PLA structure leads to a
drastically decrease of the crystallinity degrees from 11.9% to 2–3%, depending on amorphous SIS amount;
➢ The irradiation modifies this behavior and the crystallinity increases with irradiation dose for all the blends,
due to the ordered PLA/SIS chains.

OOT
➢ The thermo-oxidation stability of neat PLA (OOT = 215 ° C) is higher than those of SIS (OOT = 191 °C), due
to the structural differences between the two materials;
➢ The γ stability decreases with increasing irradiation dose with about 16 °C for PLA (OOT is 199 °C at 50
kGy) and 9 °C for SIS (OOT is 182 °C at the same irradiation dose), due to higher susceptibility of PLA, as
compared to SIS, to generate more free radicals (radio-induced chain scission) able to interact with O2
molecules and to continue the degradation process;

FT-IR analysis
• The degradation evaluation was possible by the carbonyl
index calculation.
• The constancy of carbonyl index obtained for PLA confirms
that this blending component does not follow a radical
mechanism
through
which
the
oxygen-containing
intermediates can be generated.
• The oxidation rates of mixtures increase as the SIS
concentration increases. The increase in carbonyl indices
occurs when the dose is higher.

• Validation of SIS as a source of radicals is supported by an
increase in carbonyl indices by approximately 25% when the
dose becomes double.
• The analysis confirms that the lower elastomer concentration
has the best oxidation resistance, and its application to
packaging is recommended in this study because the addition
of SIS in PLA based mixtures would be beneficial for the
major component, as the products have improved processing
parameters.

Fig.9. Variation of carbonyl index (reference 1452 cm−1)
with irradiation dose
for neat PLA and PLA/SIS blend

I.5. Conclusions and perspectives
In this work, new composite materials were obtained by radio-processing for food packaging
and medical wear with tailored functional properties and with increased durability in order to resist to
different environmental stressors as UV, humidity, temperature as well as to accelerated degradation
as gamma radiation for sterilization purpose (the absorbed irradiation dose necessary for sterilization
purpose is 25 kGy).
The stabilization effect of SIS in PLA matrices was evaluated.

The thermal strength of PLA/SIS blends is lower than the individual components. It also
decreases with the irradiation dose.

A favorable interaction between PLA and poly-SIS under irradiation was proved, with the
formation of crosslinked bridges and a limited diffusion of O2; poly-SIS had a stabilization effect in
concentration of 10 % in the composite material. The addition of SIS in PLA/SIS blends in a
proportion of 10% is recommended in this study for packaging applications, in order to improve the
processing parameters and the stability to sterilization of the final products.

The addition of a suitable antioxidant that delays the oxidation may be necessary for certain
operating conditions (exposure to more than 50 kGy).

Perspectives
➢ In the next work, both methods of radiation stabilization will be
integrated simultaneously: irradiation at high flow rate (with the
addition of a crosslinker) and addition of antioxidant stabilizers;

➢ The effect of some natural antioxidants (caffeic acid and vanillic
acid) on the durability of PLA/SIS:70/30 will be studied,
including a crosslinker in the bulk (acrylic acid);
➢ The main objectives are:
✓ to prevent the degradation of this composite material before using and during
exploitation
✓ to increase its performance
✓ to qualify it for packaging applications.

Perspectives at ELI-NP
➢ I intend to study the structural degradation and the stability of a composite material
containing an amorphous polymer (PS) reinforced with C nanotubes/graphene/Ag
nanoparticles, by using it as secondary solid laser target.
➢ In other words, I want to create a system primary target- secondary target, that will
be exposed to HPLS.
➢ The laser beam will hit the primary target, creating a plasma that simulates the space
conditions (the C nanotubes/graphene/Ag nanoparticles will create a plasma reach in
electrons, even if we know that polymers have low electron density).
➢ This plasma will generate X rays, gamma rays, electrons, free ions, protons that will
hit the secondary target.
➢ Thus, I will be able to determine the stability and the behavior of the composite
material (the secondary target) for space and high radioprotection applications.
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